Combination of One Time Pad Cryptography Algorithm with Generate Random Keys and Vigenere Cipher with EM2B KEY
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Abstract. Today, the development of information systems that focus on the use of information and communication technology is the basis for organizations to improve their competitiveness. Similarly, sending or exchanging messages is something that often happens in the world of information technology. The development of information and communication technology has triggered many parties to continue to develop the speed of sending messages, namely through the internet. Along with the development of the internet, it became a scourge for those who were haunted by worry about the security of the messages sent. The message sometimes often contains important information even very confidential and must be maintained. To maintain the security of the message, it can be done using cryptographic techniques. That is encrypting the message to be unlike the original message. In the cryptography, many algorithms are used to encrypt, including One Time Pad and Vigenere Cipher. Basically these two algorithms use the key to do encryption, for this reason, the author tries to research how to generate random keys on the One Time Pad algorithm and combined with the Vigenere Cipher algorithm with EM2B key.
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1 Introduction

Theft of information often occurs when sending a message with a third party who wants to know the message information sent from the sender to the recipient of the message. The third-party trying to find out information from the message sent by the sender to the recipient is often called Man In The Middle.

In 2011, Stalling W. said that Information Security also strives to maintain the very important data that we have in order to reduce the risks that will occur and increase the benefits obtained from hard work and the chance of an effort that we do.
This threat can result in misuse of information from the message. Other efforts can be by changing the information from the contents of the message sent to the recipient, so that information from the message received by the recipient can be different from the message sent by the sender. The sender of the message feels that the message he sent has been sent well, so does the recipient who feels that he has received the message well. This can occur because there is no authentication from the recipient of the message that the message received is indeed from the actual sender[1].

2 Method

Symmetrical algorithms or also called conventional cryptography algorithms are algorithms that use the same key for the encryption process and the decryption process[2]. The symmetrical cryptography algorithm is divided into 2 categories, namely, flow ciphers and block ciphers[3]. In the flow algorithm, the encryption process is oriented to one bit or one byte of data. As for block algorithms, the encryption process is oriented to a set of bits or bytes of data (per block). Examples of symmetric key algorithms are One Time Pad and Vigenere Cipher.

2.1 One Time Pad

One Time Pad algorithm has a way of working where the recipient of the message has the same key copy as the sender of the message and the key is only used one time for encryption and decryption. After the key is used, the pad (blocknot paper) must be immediately destroyed so that it cannot be used again for encryption and decryption of other messages. The sender and recipient must both have a large and random set of key material, as long as the combination of all messages has been sent[4].

The One Time Pad algorithm formula used is:
Encryption: \( C_i = (P_i + K)_\text{mod 256} \)
Decryption: \( P_i = (C_i - K)_\text{mod 256} \)

Where: \( C_i = \) index decimal character ciphertext
\( P_i = \) index decimal character plaintext

Here the author will use modulus 256 instead of 26 because it uses ASCII characters and is not limited to A-Z. The expected results will be more unique than using modulus 26 only.

2.2 Vigenere Cipher

The Vigenere Cipher algorithm uses an alphabet text encoding method using a row of Caesar passwords based on the letters on the keyword. Vigenere Cipher is a simple form of polyialphabet substitution password. Vigenere Cipher is a form of alphabetic pattern substitution as expressed by Caesar Cipher, but adds a safer key. The advantages of this password compared to Caesar's password and other mono-literal passwords are that these passwords are not so vulnerable to password-breaking methods called frequency analysis. Therefore, Vigenere Cipher is very famous because it is easy to implement. This method is also strong enough to avoid cryptanalysts that use frequency analysis.

The Vigenere Cipher algorithm formula used is:
Encryption: \( C_i = (P_i + K)_\text{mod 256} \)
Decryption: \( P_i = (C_i - K_i) \mod 256 \)

Where: \( C_i \) = index decimal character ciphertext
\( P_i \) = index decimal character plaintext

2.3 EM2B

The EM2B key algorithm is an algorithm that functions to convert the main key into a new key that is converted into ASCII characters. The EM2B algorithm develops a simple key generator algorithm to encrypt plaintext. The modulus system of adding plaintext with keys becomes an advantage in the speed of the encryption process. The EM2B algorithm also has an increment key algorithm that works if the key length is smaller than the plaintext length. Increment key is a method for adding key character lengths by summing the two previous key characters and modulated with 256 ASCII-based letters.

EM2B key formula:
\( K_{i[\text{new}]} = (K_i + K_j) \mod 256 \)

Where: \( K_{i[\text{new}]} \) = index decimal character of new key
\( K_i \) = index decimal character of old key
\( K_j = (K_i \mod 26) \)

And the EM2B formula also has the increment key formula as follows:
\( \text{Inc}K_i = (K_{i[\text{max}]} + K_{i[\text{max} - 1]}) \mod 256 \)

3 Result and Discussion

In this section, we can discuss the combination of one-time pad and vigenere ciphers using the formula described above. We will take a sample plaintext is the title of this paper, Combination Of One Time Pad Cryptography Algorithm With Generate Random Keys And Vigenere Cipher With EM2B Key. We will use the key to my own name, Aminuddin Indra Permana. Here as proof material, the author will use the Visual Studio 2010 programming language as proof of this algorithm combination[5].

Plaintext = Combination Of One Time Pad Cryptography Algorithm With Generate Random Keys And Vigenere Cipher With EM2B Key
Key = Aminuddin Indra Permana

The length of the key is not along the plaintext, then a key extension will be made which will randomize the keys using the formula \( K_i = (K_i + K_m) \mod 256 \).
Where: \( K_i \) = Key character index
\( K_{i[\text{max}]} \)
\( K_{i[\text{max} - 1]} \)
\( n \) = initial key length
\( i = n + 1 \)

And now we can also use the one time pad encryption formula as explained above to encrypt.
Plaintext = Combination Of One Time Pad Cryptography Algorithm With Generate Random Keys And Vigenere Cipher With EM2B Key

Key = Aminuddin Indra Permana¢xæ[¿#Œú cN5§(xYO¼i]Z· úV8Å®ō;Aèð m¼x•7LG½?®D½+j}®L.ui,ε®H®È± aKüe©(rÄ}3"ß

Ciphertext = „UÖDpOAY×•-ŽÌØ o%ÉÆÜÆÀ_UJ { •jZÖ8§ x ñy („.„+}hv³l|8&œ,q Mby —ÖÛÉöŽp

d”+}I¬áœ’ “-çRêå ,q0,„,mlÉm

If we have got a ciphertext from the encryption above, then we will be able to encrypt it using the vigenere cipher encryption formula described above with the encryption object is the ciphertext that we got earlier. So later we will get ciphertext 2. If the EM2B key is not along plaintext, we will use the key extension formula as mentioned in the increment key of EM2B. After lengthening the key, use the increment key along the plaintext, then we will randomize the key with the EM2B formula[5].

As a key trigger for randomizing keys using the EM2B formula, here the author will take 2 characters from the one-time pad key as the initial trigger to determine the random key, that is β and ~. Then we can do the calculation to encrypt again with the formula described above.

Plaintext = „UÖDpOAY×•-ŽÌØ o%ÉÆÜÆÀ_UJ { •jZÖ8§ x ñy („.„+}hv³l|8&œ,q Mby —ÖÛÉöŽp
d”+}I¬áœ’ “-çRêå ,q0,„,mlÉm

Key = β^wV5õÖô• oN-

EM2B = ðÖ®®µë¬ÝX0ôî“pØPH ̂œÁ®8*²pØ xPBä• ëZ2

Ciphertext 2 = rŠ\úÀ®-- üO6mMxÚÁ®ã®A²ë(>Ž®2vF ðxELXÉ

DD²x0ô åñoraÄ,ø0”HÖFeäáFGM®gDMV)ôd [ŽÆ÷>z]¼ê a®GF”më
4 Conclusion

From the above results, we can see that the result of this encryption is a random character and not only produces letters from A to Z because it uses modulus 256 which is a number of ASCII characters. And also has been through randomization of keys such as random key generator at one-time pad and EM2B on vigenere ciphers which use 256 modulus of ASCII characters as well. Which is expected to increase a security value in data transmission which is a frightening specter for those who are haunted by anxiety about data theft.
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